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Conservation  

1st Law of Thermodynamics  The law of conservation of energy

The total amount of energy _________________________

•  

•  

•  
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Examples:

Light  

Nuclear  

Temperature of the Universe  
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Exploring Energy Forms and Changes

Science 10 – Lab
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When you are done, make sure yours and your lab partner’s names are at the top of the document.  Save the file and upload it to Teams in the assignment category.  I only need one lab per group (2-3 people maximum).  You MAY do this alone.  Conduct the experiment as outlined and record your answers in the boxes provided.

Introduction

You will explore energy forms using a PhET simulation from the University of Colorado Boulder licensed under CC-BY-4.0 (https://phet.colorado.edu.

This lab consists of Part A and Part B.

Save this file to your hard drive/cloud drive to begin.

Assessment

This lab is marked out of 45. The number of marks is shown below with each question. 

SCOs

		This assignment will help you meet these outcomes:

SCO 1.1: I can ask questions about relationships between and among observable variables to plan investigations (scientific inquiry and technological problem-solving) to address those questions.

SCO1.2: I can collect and represent data using tools and methods appropriate for the task.

SCO 1.3: I can analyse and interpret qualitative and quantitative data to construct explanations.

SCO 1.4: I can work collaboratively on investigations to communicate conclusions supported by data.





Part A: Investigating Temperature and Energy

You will use the University of Colorado PhET simulation Energy Forms and Changes to explore energy and temperature changes and investigate what happens when a hotter substance comes in to contact with a cooler substance and what happens when a cooler substance comes in to contact with a warmer substance.

There are three procedures to complete in Part A.

1. [bookmark: _Hlk89676611][bookmark: _Hlk89440258]Go to the website Energy Forms and Changes.





2. Select the option Intro. The following screen displays. Familiarize yourself with the functions of the different components of the simulations by reviewing the notes below. 

[image: Graphical user interface, diagram, application

Description automatically generated]	 												Select to show energy



Click and drag to object







Click to reset simulation

Heat or cool 







Notes:

· You may heat or cool different substances on the black stand.  You may also move the iron or brick into the liquids.

· To heat/cool the iron, brick, beaker of water and/or beaker of olive oil, select and drag to the heater. Then heat or cool by moving the blue lever up or down. Hold the lever in position.

· To monitor the temperature of an object, select and drag the thermometer to the object you’ve placed on the heater. Note that the color of the small triangle next to the thermometer indicates which object is currently being measured.

· The option Energy Symbols represents the energy in the system in discrete amounts, and the number of chunks is proportional to amount of energy. 

· The thermometer maxes out at 300 °C, and major tick marks correspond to 50 °C.



		Initiate and Plan

		· Identify a problem or need through curious observation

· Define testable questions, research and consider possible answers and solutions

· Revisit observations and predictions to improve testable question



		What happens when a hotter substance comes in to contact with a cooler substance?  (1 mark)



		



		What happens when a cooler substance comes in to contact with a warmer substance? (1 mark)



		



		Write a different hypothesis for each situation based on your understandings. Use the following format:

Hypothesis: (Example format: If___________ then__________because ______.) (2 marks)



		If a hotter object comes in to contact with a cooler substance then………  because …….. 



If a cooler object comes in to contact with a hotter substance then………  because ……..







		Perform and Record

		· Develop and safely carrying out an investigation

· Observe, collect, and record results



		Procedure 1:

Explore how heating and cooling brick and water impacts the energy and see how energy is transferred and changed.



		

1. Open the PhET Energy Forms and Changes.

2. Select the option Intro.

3. [image: A calculator and a calculator

Description automatically generated with medium confidence]Select the Energy Symbols  E box at the top right of your screen.

4. Drag the brick and place it on top of the stand. 

5. Drag a thermometer and place it on the brick and then drag a second thermometer into the beaker of water as displayed in the image on the right.

6. Take note of where the temperature readings are on each thermometer.

7. Drag the blue lever on the pot under the brick to Heat. Hold the lever to keep the fire burning.

8. Observe what occurs with the E s and the thermometer reading for the brick.  





		

Where do you see energy occurring and what is happening regarding the amount of energy and the movement of the energy?  (1 mark)



		



		

What happened to the thermometer reading for the brick?  (1 mark)





		





		Procedure 1 (continued)



		

9. Immediately after heating the brick to the maximum temperature on the thermometer, drag the brick and place it in the water in the beaker.  

10. Observe carefully what happens regarding the energy and the temperature of the water and the brick.  Repeat this process as needed to ensure you have a clear understanding.





		What happens after the hot brick is placed into the room temperature water?  (2 marks)



Be specific and mention energy, energy transfer if any and what is occurring with the temperature of the brick and the water and their relative readings when things settle out.





		



		Procedure 2



		1. Select the reset icon on the bottom right.  

2. Select the box next to the Energy Symbols.  

3. Place the container of water on top of the stand.  

4. Drag a thermometer on to the container of water and place a second thermometer on to the brick. 

5. Drag the blue lever on the pot under the container of water to Heat. Hold the lever in this position to keep the fire burning under the container of water.

6. Observe what occurs with the E s and the thermometer reading for the container of water and answer the following questions.





		Where do you see energy occurring and what is happening regarding the amount of energy and the movement of the energy?  (2 marks)



		



		What happened to the thermometer reading for water in the beaker? (1 mark)



		



		Does the temperature of the beaker water reach the maximum temperature on the thermometer? (1 mark)



		



		What happens when the maximum temperature of the water is reached and the heat is still continuously applied?  What does this represent?  (1 mark)



		



		Procedure 2 (continued)



		7. Keeping the heat on until the maximum temperature of the water is reached, quickly drag the brick (with its thermometer into the beaker of water and answer the following question.



		What happens after the room temperature brick is placed into the hot water?  Please be specific and mention energy, energy transfer if any and what is occurring with the temperature of the brick and the water and their relative readings when things settle out.  (2 marks)



		



		[bookmark: _Hlk90281193]Procedure 3



		

1. Select the reset icon on the bottom right hand side of the screen.

2. Select the Energy Symbols checkbox. 

3. Place the container of water on top of the stand.  

4. Drag a thermometer on to the container of water. 

5. Drag the blue lever on the pot under the container of water up to Heat. Hold the lever in this position to keep the fire burning under the container of water until the maximum water temperature is reached. 

6. Drag the blue lever on the pot under the container of water to Cool. Hold the lever in this position to keep the ice under the container of water.  





		

Observe what occurs with the E s and the thermometer reading for the container of water. 



State your observations below. (2 marks)




		










Enter your observations from the three procedures by answering the following questions.

		Analyze and Interpret

		· Review results carefully by examining data and identifying patterns

· Decide what the results mean

· Evaluate and refine solutions



		What happens when a warmer object is brought in to contact with a cooler object?  (1 mark)



		



		What happens when a cooler object is brought in to contact with a warmer object?  (1 mark)



		









		Communicate

		· Explain procedures and results through writing, speaking, visual or electronic means

· Reflect on the process and checking with peers



		What conclusions can you draw from the three procedures you completed?  (1mark)

Replace the text in the square brackets to enter your conclusions.



		· When a hotter object comes in to contact with a cooler substance, then […enter your answer]. 

· When a cooler object comes in to contact with a hotter substance then […enter your answer].



		Respond to your hypothesis:

Do your results support or reject your hypotheses?  (4 marks)



Replace the text in the square brackets to enter your answers.





		

· The data [does or does not] support my prediction because I predicted that when a hotter object comes in to contact with a cooler object, the [change you predicted].  I thought this would cause this change because  [reason for change]. Now I know that a hotter object coming in to contact with a cooler object  [does or does not] have that effect. 



· The data  [does or does not] support my prediction because I predicted that when a cooler object comes in to contact with a hotter object [the change predicted]. I thought this would cause this change because  […….]. Now I know that a cooler object coming in to contact with a hotter object  [does or does not] have that effect. 





		Reflection  (2 marks)

· How might you have improved your investigation?

· What new/additional questions do you now want to investigate?



		






Part B: Investigating Energy Systems

Introduction

Now you will explore energy forms and changes using the Systems simulation.

1. If you are already in the simulation from Part A, select the home icon on the bottom menu and select Systems. If you have left the simulation, go to the website Energy Forms and Changes and select Systems.

2. [image: Graphical user interface, diagram

Description automatically generated]Familiarize yourself with the functions of the interface.

Observe energy move through the system



Discover how it is converted along the way 



Adjust the rate of energy production













Select energy sources:

· Person on a bike

· Water faucet

· Sun

· Kettle steam



Energy changers:

· Turbine: generator

· Solar panel 

Energy users:

· Water

· Bulb (incandescent) 

· Bulb (compact fluorescent)

· Fan











3. Explore the simulation by building your own systems.



		Perform and Record

		· Develop and safely carrying out an investigation

· Observe, collect, and record results



		Procedure

Now that you’re familiar with the simulation, explore three systems and answer the related questions. Then create four of your own systems and make observations.



		

System 1:



1. Select the system inputs bike, turbine and water.





		What forms of energy and what energy transformations are occurring at each stage of this system when it is running?  (5 marks)



		



		

Vary the bike speed and note your observations.  (1 mark)



		





		What must occur when the biker runs low on energy?  (1 mark)



		



		Procedure



		System 2

2. Compare the systems: bike and turbine with incandescent versus compact fluorescent bulb. 



		Run the simulation with the incandescent bulb and then with the compact fluorescent bulb.



		Based on your observation, which type of light bulb to do you feel is best and why?  (2 marks)



		



		Procedure



		System 3

3. Set up a system that uses a solar panel.



		What are the components of your system? (1 mark)



		



		Are there any restrictions as to what energy source may be used? (1 mark)



		



		Are there any restrictions as to what “energy user” may be applied in the system?  (1 mark)



		



		What are the impacts on the amount of energy a user may get depending on the amount of cloud cover?  (1 mark)



		



		Solar energy cannot be stored.  What does that tell you about the feasibility of using solar energy solely for all of your electricity needs at home?  (1 mark)



		



		Procedure



		4. Create two new systems of varying components and make one new or interesting observation for each.  (5 marks)







		

		System Components

		Interesting Observations



		1. 

		

		



		2. 

		

		







Source: This template has been adapted from Smarter Science. © Youth Science Canada 2011 Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0)
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